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Chapter 26 & 27
Vision I
(Adolphs)

Overview of the visual system
Anatomy: The retina, LGN, V1
Perception: What is seeing?  David Marr’s three levels of analysis
Vision is ubiquitous, but many different types of eyes evolved
Visual processing streams originate in the retina
Topography: there are maps of visual space in the brain
RGCs have center-surround receptive fields

Oct. 28 
(today)

Chapter 26
Vision II
(Lester)

Phototransduction
The brain can detect a single photon: amplification
Visual transduction is slow: second messenger pathways
Rods and cones hyperpolarize in response to light
Retinal ganglion cells send action potentials from retina to brain
There is adaptation to bright and dark light levels

Oct. 30

Discussion 
section

Midterm Review Nov. 1

Chapter 25 & 28
Vision III
(Adolphs)

High-level vision and object recognition
Maps of visual space are topographic but distorted
Higher regions synthesize more complex visual representations
There are two broad visual processing streams: ventral and dorsal
Higher-level visual cortex has functionally specialized regions

Nov. 2

We emphasize these points from Kandel in Bi/CNS 150

Read Lecture
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Neocortex is organized into maps

-primary sensory cortices are topographic
-higher-order cortices are next to primary cortices
-there are information processing streams through cortex
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Hubel, Wiesel

David Hubel
1926 -

Torsten Wiesel
1924 -

1981 -  Nobel prize for work on information processing 
 within the cerebral cortices.

Receptive fields of single neurons in the cat  LGN 
and visual cortex and functional organization of 
cortex.
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Ganglion cell receptive fields

M ganglion cells (8% total)

P ganglion cells (80% total)

On center Off center

L + M cones

S + L + M 
cones

P ganglion cell
•  shape
•  size
•  color

M ganglion cell
• movement
• luminance
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Cortex-- 6 layers, 2-4 mm thick
1000 square cm
50,000 neurons / cubic mm
total 30 billion neurons
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4-6 billion neurons
> 12 different functional areas
 ca. 20% total cortical area
ca. 5 x that of macaques (despite 
similar RGCs)

Primary: Striate cortex, BA 17
Higher-order:  extrastriate cortex

Visual Cortex
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Figure 4.6 (a) The receptive field of a simple cortical cell. (b) This cell responds best to a vertical bar of light that 
covers the excitatory area of the receptive field. The response decreases as the bar is tilted so that it also covers the 
inhibitory area. (c) Orientation tuning curve of a simple cortical cell for a neuron that responds best to a vertical bar 
(orientation = 0). (From Hubel & Wiesel, 1959.)
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Higher cortices have neurons with more complex response properties
Circular (center-surround) in retina and thalamus
Edges (simple, complex cells) in V1
Object features, faces in temporal cortex

The high-level response properties are synthesized from three kinds of processing:

1.  pattern of inputs from lower-level regions
2.  intrinsic processing, local inhibition 
3.  top-down influences and feedback from higher regions

Receptive fields get bigger the higher the level
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Why do you need a brain?

(Why do we have so much visual cortex?)

visual image RGCs high-level vision

Image compression
decorrelation

Model of world

dim
ensionality
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Bistable percept
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Invariance
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Figure segregation
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Illusory Contours
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Rich visual input
Compressed retinal code
Model construction
    assumptions
        some innate
        some learned
    mostly cognitively impenetrable
        (illusions)
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Receptive Fields:

Center-surround
Simple
Complex

   .
   .
Faces, objects: very large spatial receptive fields
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Patch Clamp
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Tootell et al. Science 1982, 2dg activations, monkey V1
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Eyes open

Eyes closed

One open, one closed

Ocular Dominance Columns:

2-deoxyglucose: visual stim in cats
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Ocular dominance columns are present at birth in some species!
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Figure 4.12 (a) Striped tube used in Blakemore and Cooper’s (1970) selective rearing experiments.  (b) Distribution 
of optimal orientations for 52 cells from a cat reared in an environment of horizontal stripes, on the left, and 72 cells 
from a cat reared in an environment of vertical stripes, on the right (From Blakemore & Cooper, 1970.)
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Mriganka Sur, MIT
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Some maps are set up with molecular cues (“hard-wired”)

But much functional specialization and maps are set up
through patterns of activity during development

and these can be intrinsic
or due to external stimuli
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Processing streams
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High Acuity Vision                                Yes                          No        
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Cortical 

Motion and location tasks

“W
HERE”

Color and form

“WHAT”
1. Expansion of receptive fields

2. Loss retinotopic organization

3. Increase in ability of stimulus to elicit a response 
regardless of location, distance, size or orientation

4. Increase in complexity of stimuli that elicit responses

5. Prior experience (recognition as well as importance) 
shapes responses
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Figure 4.36 (a) Greeble stimuli used by Gauthier.  Participants were trained to name each different Greeble.  (b) 
Brain responses to Greebles and faces before and after Greeble training. (Reprinted by permission from Macmillan 
Publishers Ltd: Nature Neuroscience, 2 568-573. From Figure 1a, p. 569, from Gauthier, I., Tarr, M. J., Anderson, A. 
W., Skudlarski, P. L., & Gore, J. C., Activation of the middle fusiform “face area” increases with experience in 
recognizing novel objects.” 1999.)
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Challenges for understanding natural vision:

1.  Never a single stimulus (clutter, crowding)
2.  Eye movements all the time (microsaccades)
3.  Context, expectation effects
4.  Extremely high-dimensional stimulus space
5.  Large variance in how stimuli map to concepts
6.  Individual differences
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TOPICS IN HIGHER-LEVEL VISION

What drives visual attention?
How are representations of object features bound?

How do mental imagery and dreaming work?
How does conscious awareness arise?
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